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WINNING THROUGH 
VIDEOS
YouTube SEO for 2021: How to get 
discovered by your future customers?
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The Rise of 
YouTube 

Power of video content
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Be seen where everyone is watching

In 2021, YouTube cannot be sidelined as a channel
to reach potential customers. In this guide we’ll show
you how to reach and have them take action when
they watch or search for videos on YouTube relevant
to your business.

YouTube is the 2nd most visited website in the world
today (behind only Google). It receives around 33
Billion visits each month and an average viewer
spends 22 minutes per visit!

In India alone, more than 1,200 YouTube channels
have crossed the 1 million subscribers milestone. (If
you’re one of them, congratulations!)

YouTube is the 2nd most visited website in 

the world today
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Reach the people who matter most

From sports fans to fashionistas, and everyone in 
between, people come to YouTube for the content 
they love and they want to genuinely learn more 
about. (“I want to know” moments)

Your video content strategy should reflect a deeper 
understanding of your most valuable customers -
their interests, habits, purchase intent.

But with 500 minutes of videos uploaded every 
minute, it’s not easy to be discovered and stand out. 
With our step-wise checklist for your YouTube 
growth, we will show you how. 

The right YouTube SEO strategy can help you get discovered & 

connect with people who are interested in what you have to offer. 
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Influence the “I need to know” moments in 
customer journey 
From getting pre-purchase advice & reviews to learning new skills, we all rely on video for a lot more 
than just entertainment. 

YouTube provides quick and easy to understand answers to questions around product specs and 
usage to help shoppers make decision quicker.

“I Need Some Ideas” Moments “Which One’s Best?” Moments

YouTube can help recreate in-store 

experiences important for mid-

funnel consideration & research 

(even in lockdown)

“I Want To Buy” Moments
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68%
of YouTube users watched a video for research before 
making a purchase decision

Source: ThinkWithGoogle
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Google Study: YouTube’s impact on Auto Industry

87% Of auto buyers who watched a YouTube video completed at least one 
high-intent action (jumpstart action)

48%
Located a dealer

40%
Requested a price quote

27%
Researched 
financing or 
lease offers

45%
Scheduled a test drive

52%
Visited a dealer website
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>60%
Of online video viewers think 
highly of a brand that 
provides online content for 
them to learn about its 
products/services

>90%
Of people say they discover 
new brands or products on 
YouTube

Video is a doorway to your brand
Even when people are not actively looking to buy
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De-mystifying the 

YouTube 
search 
algorithm
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Factors That You Can Control To Turn The Wheels of 
YouTube Algorithm

Analytics

Keywords

Channel

Architecture Audience

Social

Shares

Video

Optimisation

Content

1. Video Title – heavily influences click-throughs

2. Likes & Subscribers – encouraging viewers to subscribe helps

3. Comments – direct correlation with higher rankings

4. Video duration – average length of <15 min for first page results

5. … 
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Does Your YouTube Strategy Cover 
Browse & Search Discoverability Both?

Optimized for 

BROWSE

Users are looking to discover content 

and get entertained.

Boosts sales & brand awareness.

Eg. Product Launches, Celebrity 

Collaborations

Optimized for

SEARCH

HERO 

CONTENT
HYGIENE 

CONTENT

Users are looking for answers to their 

specific personal interests.

Not promotional. More value-based.

Eg. Tutorials, niche playlists, FAQs
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Keyword Research 
A step-wise checklist 
for getting started
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YouTube Keyword Research 101

Research Google & YouTube 

search volume of potential 

keywords you want to rank your 

video content for

1. Analyze Potential

Increasing views, answering a 

question your target audience is 

asking, driving traffic to specific 

product pages.

2. Establish Goals

Bucket keywords in topic 

buckets/themes that are 

relevant to your product/service. 

This list might have 1000s of 

keywords which we’ll narrow 

down.

3. Build Keyword List
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YouTube Keyword Research 101

Get a panoramic view of who 

you’re up against and any gaps 

in their video content which you 

can fill in to delight your 

audience.

4. Competition Analysis

Google your target keywords. 

Since Google would 

continuously optimize SERPs, 

this is a good indication of the 

kind of video content your 

audience engages with.

5. Survey SERP landscape

It’s time to narrow down the 

keyword list (from Step 3), 

based on search volume, 

relevance (from steps 4 & 5) & 

authority.

6. Finalize keywords
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It’s Okay To Take Some 3rd Party Help ☺
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Video 
Optimization
Techniques to enrich 
videos for search visibility
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1. Video Titles

• The title is arguably the most important factor 
for your YouTube SEO.

• This is one of the direct, and hard-hitting 
factors where you can include your target 
keywords.

• This has an impact on your Click-through 
rate (CTR) since it appears at a very 
prominent place on the YouTube Search 
Results Page (YSRP)

• Keep it under 65 characters.

To Improve CTRs On YouTube

Optimized Video Title

Unoptimized Video Title
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2. Video Description

Your YouTube video’s description is the best 
place to provide complete information of what 
the video content is about.

Utilize upto 5,000 characters. 

To Boost Your Rankings On 
YouTube

Sample: Un-optimized Video 
Description

Sample: Optimized Video Description
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3. Tags

For Better Reach

• Tags are descriptive keywords you can add 
to your video to reach a wider audience 
range.

• You need to ensure that your tags precisely 
describe the topic and content of your video.

• Maintain a mix of both generic & branded 
tags

• Don’t overdo it, avoid ‘tag-stuffing’ 

Video Tags
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4. Transcript

For Better Regional Reach

• YouTube Video Transcripts are text-based 
version of the video. Transcripts can be 
displayed below the video.

• YouTube indexes your video’s transcript and 
uses it to rank your video utilising some of 
the keywords in the transcript

• Better reach for local regional language 
speakers

Transcript
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5. Info Cards

To Promote Relevant Content

• Info Cards are designed to complement 
videos and enhance the viewer experience 
with relevant info

• They are clickable element which are 
present throughout the video

• Info Cards can always be seen in your video. 
End screen is only visible at the end of the 
video

• It’s important to correctly time the info 
cards looking at your video retention graphs.

Info Card
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6. End Screen

To Increase Channel Watch-
time

• End screens are a powerful tool which can 
help extend watch time on your channel

• End Screens help achieve the primary 
objective of retaining your viewers on your 
channel and getting them to consume more 
of your content.

• Use engaging CTAs.

End 
Screen
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7. Time Stamps

For Better User Experience & 
Retention

• YouTube Timestamps / Chapters break up 
your video into sections, each with an 
individual preview. 

• Improves retention by giving users a way to 
navigate quickly to specific parts they are 
interested in.

• Adding Timestamps can even help your 
video to feature on the Key Moments on 
Google SERP.
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Leveraging data to know 
your audience better

YouTube 
Analytics
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You can see the entire funnel visualized with important metrics like 
Impressions, CTRs, Video views, Watch time.

Note: Impressions reported do not include push notifications, 
YouTube Kids or Music apps, email notifications.

Measuring the success of your YouTube 
marketing efforts
Monitor vital metrics like watch-time, audience demographics, impressions & CTRs, traffic sources, and 
much more..

All from within the YouTube Analytics dashboard.

Reach report

YouTube Studio > Analytics > Reach 
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Understand how your audience discovers your content & take 
action to better position your videos.

Internal sources could be channel pages, search, browse, video 
cards, playlists, etc.

You can also deep-dive into playback locations like watch page, 
channels, embeds to compare their performance

External sources include websites, apps with embedded videos 
or socially shared links on WhatsApp, Facebook, Twitter,, etc.

How do viewers find your videos?

Traffic Sources reports

• Traffic within YouTube

• External traffic 

Traffic sources

Playback locations
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You can either see the retention metrics at a 
channel level for a bird’s eye view of all the 
videos combined.

This can be found under your “Engagement” 
tab.

(YouTube Studio > Analytics > Engagement)

You can also see the retention for each video 
separately.

YouTube prioritizes user experience
Videos with high audience retention rank better

Engagement & Retention

Direct correlation with visibility The Audience Retention Report Analysis:

Average View Duration For All Videos On Your 

Channel

Top Videos Or Channels Listed By Watch Time

Audience Retention Data For A Specific Video 

For Different Time Frames

Relative Audience Retention For A Video 

Compared To The YouTube Average For 

Similar Videos
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Understanding Retention Graphs
Audience retention is a measurement of how many people are watching your video during your video 
playback. It can also show you the “weak points” of low engagement or when viewers drop-off. 
YouTube Analytics provide this for each video separately.

Flat Line

Spikes

Viewers are engaged pretty much from start 

to finish. 

Viewers are re-watching some parts of the 

video. Corresponds to high-engagement 

duration of the video.
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Understanding Retention Graphs

Decline

Dips

Viewers are losing interest over time and 

gradually drop-off. Quite common 

challenge. Use of info-cards, polls, 

promoting other playlists can help retain 

viewers.

Viewers are abandoning your video or 

skipping ahead of certain parts. Could be 

promotional content or weak-points of your 

content.
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New Kids in Town
A closer look at YouTube 
Stories & Shorts
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Reach A Wider Audience
With YouTube Stories

• Stories are short, mobile-only videos that 
allow you to connect with your audience 
more casually.

• YouTube stories are visible for 7 days, 
unlike Instagram stories, which only stay up 
for 24 hours.

• YouTube also promotes your stories to 
lookalike audiences.

• Stories are important to increase your reach
to a wider audience and viewer engagement 
through comments (text, image or video)

• The Stories feature is in beta and available to 
channels with over 10,000 subscribers.
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Increase User Engagement
With YouTube Shorts

• Launched in India on Sep, 2020.

• YouTube Shorts are vertical videos up to 15 
seconds in length. 

• Viewers may find your short-form video on the 
homepage Shorts shelf.

• Appear in search results just like regular full-
length videos.

• Similar to TikTok or Instagram Reels, YouTube 
Shorts includes features like:

Music: Pick from a selection of songs that are free to 
use.

Speed control: Choose to speed up or slow down 
recording.

Timer: Set the Countdown to record hands-free
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Audit your YouTube strategy
Let’s work together to help your next customers find you on YouTube
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Our YouTube Best Practices
In action How we can help you?Action To Be Taken

4 Video Upload 
Schedule

3 Add descriptive
Tags

1 Write compelling 

Title

2 Enter a Complete 
Description

 Video title should be long
 Use of keywords
 Use maximum character length.

 To help with audience drop offs.
 Redirect to other similar videos.5 Add Info-Cards

 Research on top searched terms.
 Mix of generic, brand  & specific keywords.

 More context of the current video.
 Description in Hindi and other languages

too.

 Leave enough time between uploads
 Promote in series (daily & weekly)
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Our YouTube Best Practices
In action How we can help you?Action To Be Taken

9 Custom 
Thumbnail

8 Use End Screens

6 Add to Playlist

7 Engage with the 
Video

 Create Playlists as per the content video 
collection. 

 Call-To-Action, Branding opportunities.
 Correct & efficient format.10 Start & end plate

 Through cards & end screens
 In descriptions & home page

 Community tab posts.
 Add polls to know user opinions & drive

comments.

 Brand presence, Bold title & appealing 
picture.

 Context to be communicated.
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Traffic Source
Where are users finding these
videos?

Action: Optimize titles, descriptions 
& thumbnails
Impact: Increase appeal for these 
formats and in turn, increase CTRs

Cards & End Screens
How do users engage with the brand?

Action: experiment & identify the best 
performing mix
Impact: increase audience interaction and 
watch time

Audience Retention
What is the user behaviour?

Action: understand how much % of the 
video & at which points are drops off
Impact: Content suggestions to 
increase the video quality so that 
audiences become hooked

01

02

03

04
Search Terms- Keywords
What are audiences searching to find 
videos?

Action: regularly refresh tags for inclusion of 
these terms
Impact: Reach our target audience more 
efficiently

Get our Free Audit to unlock detailed 
insights into your YouTube Analytics
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Let’s make YouTube help your business goals

Review YouTube channel 
implementation 

Review YouTube videos 
implementation

All you need to get started
YouTube Channel

All you need to get started
YouTube Channel 

All you need to get started
YouTube Channel 
Website
Developer's support 

Keyword Research and 
Video Brief creation 

Level of Effort: High

All you need to get started
YouTube Channel 
Rich video content creation 
resources

Review of: 

• Video implementation
( attributes, tags, info cards etc.)

Provision of a video review with all 
SEO elements included 
(keyword data, title, description, 
tags, info cards etc.) 

Level of Effort: Low Level of Effort: Medium

Level of Impact: Low Level of Impact: Medium Level of Impact: High

Level of Effort: High

Level of Impact: High

TRENDS 

EXPLORATION

GOOGLE 

OPTIMISATION
YOUTUBE OPTIMISATION

YouTube video integration on 
client’s website

Review of:

• YouTube Keyword Data
• Video Trends 

Provision of a video brief with all 
SEO elements included 
(keyword data, title, description, 
tags, info cards etc.) 

Review of:

• YouTube Channel elements 
(name, sections, art, trailer, tags etc.)   

Provision of recommended template 
for channel elements. 

Review of: 

• Landing Pages and video integration 
opportunities 

Provision of YouTube videos on site 
integration (on page optimization, 
video embedding, site speed monitoring etc.).  
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HOW TO GET STARTED

If you’re looking to..

… engage and delight your customers

...future-proof your marketing

...improve reliability of your data

...gain full-funnel picture of your customers

...keeping your marketing ROI-effective

We can help.

As a Google Premier Partner, we help businesses adopt YouTube as a 

performance driving channel through both paid ads & SEO to 

acquire, engage & retain your customers.
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